School Psychologists do not participate in the internal transfer and assignment process covering other professional educators set forth in Article 15, Sections C and E, of the PAT/PPS collective bargaining agreement. This Appendix sets forth the internal transfer and assignment process for School Psychologists. The terms of this Appendix do not in any other way modify or amend the provisions of the PAT/PPS collective bargaining agreement or its application to School Psychologists.

A. School Psychologist FTE Committee

1. A School Psychologist FTE Committee shall be established. The committee shall consist of five school psychologists selected by the Association, and the Director of Special Education or designee. The School Psychologist FTE Committee (“FTE Committee”) shall work with the Special Education Director or designee to implement the School Psychologist staffing process.

2. School Psychologist assignments will be adjusted once every three years starting with the staffing process in the spring of 2014 for the 2014-15 school year. School Psychologists will be given the opportunity to drop a present school assignment and select a new school. To be eligible to participate in the site selection, a School Psychologist must have dropped at least one of their schools or be required to make a change because of FTE adjustment.

B. Rules for Site Changes

1. Site reassignment is by seniority (i.e., if two people want the same site, the person with the higher seniority gets it), with exceptions granted to buildings shared by two School Psychologists, as outlined below:

   a. Buildings with a 1.0 FTE assignment or less should be filled by only one School Psychologist. On rare occasion, exception may be made by agreement between the School Psychologists and administration;

   b. If the building FTE increases, and there are two School Psychologists in the building, the person with the most FTE in the
building shall have the choice to increase FTE. If that School Psychologist declines, the second School Psychologist in the building gets the choice;

c. If a building is split between two School Psychologists and one of them is retiring/leaving, the other School Psychologist has the choice to change their FTE in the building to take that position.

2. A School Psychologist may only participate in site selection if their site assignment no longer equals their FTE. (This includes if they have dropped all or part of their site assignment.)

3. A School Psychologist may drop as many of their sites as they like, but shall only have three (3) site choices in the selection process.

4. If a School Psychologist does not get their 1st, 2nd, or 3rd choice in the selection process, or if they have FTE that remains unassigned, a site will be assigned to the School Psychologist at the end of the selection process by the FTE Committee.

5. School Psychologists are encouraged to fill their FTE with one or two sites when possible (e.g., for a 1.0 FTE position, a School Psychologist should select: a 1.0; a 0.8 and a 0.2; or a 0.6 and a 0.4).

6. A School Psychologist on a Plan of Assistance (POA) shall generally not be allowed to transfer. Exceptions may be made by the Special Education Department.

7. School psychologist assignments that become vacant after this selection/placement process (e.g., at the end of year, summer, mid-year, etc.) are to be considered interim placements for that school year and will be posted in the following school year staffing process.

C. The process will be completed as follows:

1. School Psychologist assignment adjustments shall be in alignment with adjustments to each building’s School Psychologist FTE.
2. The Special Education Department shall send out information regarding building FTE and vacancies, along with staff seniority lists, to all School Psychologists prior to the selection event described in Section F below.

3. School Psychologists shall have five (5) workdays to review the vacancy list and changes to their current assignment caseload based on the FTE formula. School Psychologists shall email the Special Education Department to state which part of their assignment they are dropping if necessary due to FTE changes (e.g. if a School Psychologist has a 0.6 and a 0.4, but the 0.6 increased count to 0.8 while the 0.4 remained 0.4, the School Psychologist must drop at least one of those schools). School Psychologists may also drop a school or schools based upon their desire to change sites.

4. Within five (5) workdays the Special Education Department shall email an updated building vacancy list to all School Psychologists. The updated list shall include the vacancies plus the schools that have been dropped by School Psychologists due to want or need to change assignments.

5. School Psychologists shall be provided five (5) additional workdays to review the updated list and submit a school to drop by emailing the Special Education Department. If a School Psychologist does not submit a site to drop prior to the end of this period, they are electing to keep that assignment for the following school year. If a School Psychologist must submit a site to drop (due to the count now totaling more than the School Psychologist’s FTE) and fails to do so, a choice will be made for them by the FTE Committee.

6. A Final List (comprised of vacancies and dropped sites) shall be compiled by the Special Education Department and reviewed by the FTE Committee. The Special Education Department will email the Final List to all School Psychologists to review.

7. After at least 5 workdays of review time, the School Psychologists’ assignment Selection Event will occur. This event will be coordinated by the FTE Committee in collaboration with the Special Education Department.
D. The Selection Event for School Psychologists in need of additional FTE to complete their assignment shall be run as follows:

1. An index card or equivalent will be made for each available school site indicating the school’s FTE.

2. A School Psychologist can select up to three (3) school sites by writing on the school/s index card their name, seniority number, and whether the school is their first, second, or third choice.

3. At the end of the event, the index cards will be used by the FTE Committee to make assignments based on seniority and in accordance with the rules (see above).

E. Transfer Process for School Psychologists on Off Years (when no building FTE adjustments are made):

1. The Special Education Department shall email vacancies to all School Psychologists in the spring at the same time as the PPS internal transfer process. Third-year probationary and contract School Psychologists interested in the vacant sites shall respond by email to the Special Education Department with their preference.

2. The Special Education Department shall then email an updated list of vacancies to School Psychologists. School Psychologists shall be provided five (5) workdays to review the updated list and to respond by email to the Special Education Department with their preference.

3. If more than one School Psychologist is interested in a vacant site, reassignment will be granted by seniority. The Special Education Department shall make the assignments based on seniority and in accordance with the rules (see above); which shall be reviewed by the FTE Committee.

4. This will constitute the internal process for filling these vacancies before moving to an external process.
F. Other Information Regarding School Psychologist Transfers and Workload

1. School Psychologists will **not** participate in fall balancing.

2. Workload fluctuations shall generally be handled within PLC’s and through floater support.

3. An exception to the 3-year stable FTE count for a building will be made in the event of a notable workload change for a site (e.g., increased caseload created by new housing development, substantial enrollment increases).